
Celebrating Diversity.
Connecting Communities.

CORPORATE  
SPONSORSHIPS



TOGETHER, 
LET’S CELEBRATE

Dedicated to recognising the incredible achievements and diversity  
in and around Leeds, Legacy Awards are looking for sponsors  

and partners to continue our fantastic mission.

This is a chance to help us celebrate excellence  
in our communities and support our core values:

EMBRACE DIVERSITY RESPECT DIFFERENCE CELEBRATE EXCELLENCE



A red carpet event, Legacy Awards celebrates  
those seldom recognised for their achievements.  
The people going above and beyond to reach their 
goals and making an impact on their community, 
city and the wider world.

Created in direct response to the lack of recognition for the 
positive impacts that the Black British communities have had  
in Leeds, the awards have grown into the fantastic ceremony 
we know today. Saluting and highlighting progress, inclusion 
and diversity. Driven by a social conscience in everything we do, 
including supporting charities that address inequalities among 
us in Education, Health and Social Care.

WHAT ARE THE 
LEGACY AWARDS?



Born in Leeds to parents from the Caribbean, Heather has 
always been a visionary. Having worked predominantly in  
the third sector, she noticed the inequalities and inequities 
within not just her sector, but others, and dedicated herself  
to addressing these issues. 

As CEO of the Black Health Initiative, she has championed 
inclusion and celebrated diversity in every aspect of her life. 
Readily supporting individuals, corporate groups and the 
public sector in changing their policies and procedures  
in order to remove inequalities.

HEATHER 
NELSON 
FOUNDER OF LEGACY AWARDS
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Legacy Awards celebrate excellence in  
10 different categories:

• Media
• Community Impact
• Business
• International Impact
• Sport
• Health

• Arts and Culture
• Education
• Young Achiever
• Outstanding Contribution 

(Life Time)

We’ve welcomed some incredible hosts like The Chase’s 
Shaun ‘Dark Destroyer’ Wallace, BBC Look North’s  
Abigail Jaiyola, Eddie Nestor MBE and Robbie Gee from 
The Real McCoy, and Emmerdale’s Natalie Anderson.

And we’ve seen some spectacular entertainment, including 
Alexander O’Neal, Denise Pearson from Five Star and the 
world-renowned production of Windrush – Movement  
of the People.

THE AWARDS



MORE THAN JUST AN 
AWARDS CEREMONY

For us, addressing separation and marginalisation in our 
communities is essential. It’s key to why Legacy Awards 
exists. Saluting those who have laid the foundations for 
progress and inspiring others by highlighting their  
‘Can Do’ mentality.

With our Legacy Programme, Legacy Awards recipients are able 
to reinvest in communities. Through mentoring, public speaking, 
presentations, and workshops across the world, the programme 
ensures the message of our winners is spread far and wide. Finding 
more people who truly believe in our ethos and mission.

It’s vital that the next generation can see the accomplishments  
of those who represent them. Knowing that they too can overcome 
barriers and perceptions, and then pass the torch to the generation 
after them to keep this incredible work going. Legacy Awards is more 
than just an awards ceremony. It’s a path to building a better future.

BUT WE’RE 



1 x VIP table

Sponsor an awards category of your choice

Your branding on Step and Repeat Board

Your name and logo on pre and post event material

One full-page advertisement inside  
the award’s programme

ASSOCIATE PARTNER  
SPONSOR PACKAGE



VIP Reception

2 x VIP tables

Sponsor an awards category of your choice

Your name and logo on all publicity pre, during,  
and post event, as well as on:

• Legacy Awards website

• Social media platforms

• Official photographs/videography

• Step and repeat board

• Stage lectern

• Visual screens during the event

• The front page of the award’s programme  
and one full-page advertisement inside

HEAD PARTNER  
SPONSOR PACKAGE



Since the Legacy Awards’ inception, we’ve gained strong support  
from some amazing organisations and leaders in our region.  

Whole-heartedly endorsing the values we stand for.

JOIN AN ESTEEMED 
GROUP OF SUPPORTERS



HEATHER NELSON JP
hnelson@bhileeds.org.uk  

0113 3070300  |  07462640217

THANK YOU


